Meeting
Investor
Demand
for ESG
How investment
managers can
take a measured,
systematic approach
to implementing ESG
products into their
existing offering

Driven by an increase in the number of sustainable offerings, positive
net flows, and market appreciation,1 Global ESG (environmental,
social, and governmental) assets are on track to exceed $53 trillion
by 2025, representing more than a third of the $140.5 trillion in
projected total assets under management.2 Bridging the gap between
doing good for the world and doing well financially, investors
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need not look far to find investments that align with their values,
priorities, and personal beliefs.
Acknowledging this upward trajectory, manufacturers and distributors
of investment products are allocating resources and prioritizing the
strategies that meet the emerging investor demand for ESG products.
Asset managers who recognize the opportunity and get it right will
reap the rewards that include expanding their client base, reaching
new audiences, and reinforcing their brand.
The challenge, however, is how asset managers effectively mobilize
and implement their ESG offering while positioning themselves
for long-term success. Taking a thoughtful approach — one that
leverages technology to do the heavy lifting — may prove to be the
path to success.
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What is Driving the Push
Toward ESG?
To maximize the ESG opportunity, asset managers are wise to
understand what is behind the trend. Data shows that investor behavior
is changing. Many younger investors, particularly millennials, are
seeking customization in many aspects of their lives, including investing
— they want a personalized experience that doesn’t force them to
choose between potential returns and supporting their values.
Investors are more informed and socially engaged than ever before,
which has also had a profound impact on ESG investing. Climate
change, corporate governance, and social inequality have become some
of the most pressing issues facing our society today, and investors want
choice and accountability in which companies and organizations they
financially support through investing.3
In addition, they now have more choices than ever. The number of
sustainable funds available to U.S. investors grew to almost 400 last
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year — up 30% from 2019 and a nearly fourfold increase over the
last decade, according to Morningstar. It’s not just a domestic trend.
Global ESG assets are expected to represent more than a third of
the $140.5 trillion in projected total assets under management. As
investor demand increases, financial advisors must also evolve past
the standard fare of mutual funds, ETFs, and fixed income investments
to products that are built for customization.
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Rethinking Product Types
Amid increased interest from investors and advisors, asset managers
and other manufactures of investment products are feeling the
pressure to deliver. Many are finding that offering ESG products opens
up more distribution opportunities, giving them the opportunity
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to go upmarket or to increase distribution to new – and sometimes
more profitable – audiences. By packaging their investment expertise
through innovative, new strategies, they can meet their distribution
partners’ demand for diversified offerings that help them attract and
retain an expanded base of clients.
Because ESG takes into account a multitude of factors specific to
an individual’s values, investors are not willing to settle for an outof-the-box solution that doesn’t fully align with their views. While
ESG-focused mutual funds and ETFs have met some investor needs,
managers are now shifting to unbundled products like SMAs, UMAs,
direct indexing, and model portfolios, which offer investors increased
level of personalization.
The unbundled nature of these products enables investors to
control inclusions, exclusions, and tilts to align with their values
and considers their other portfolio allocations. For example, they
can factor in tax implications across their portfolios or exclude
investments that might be overweighted in other active or direct
indexing accounts. In addition to control, these types of investments
offer a greater level of transparency into impact and tax implications
as compared to pooled vehicles.
Expanding into products such as SMAs, direct indexing, and model
portfolios will open new doors in the years ahead. As technology
enables customization at scale, including mass rebalancing and
even fractional share trading, it will become increasingly easier for
managers to reach an expanded audience with ESG products. In
addition to aligning well with fee-based models, distribution partners
tend to have more of an appetite for SMAs, model portfolios, and
direct indexing as they look to diversify their offerings.
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ESG By the Numbers
Driven by an increase in the number of sustainable
offerings, positive net flows, and market appreciation,
sustainable fund assets grew by 12% globally to $2.24
trillion at the end of June.
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In 2020, ESG product development remained strong, with
the launch of 177 new sustainable products globally.
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investments in the near future.

A recent study found that 85% of investors want the
ability to select products that are more closely aligned
with their personal sustainability interests — such as
helping to tackle climate change, supporting community
development or fostering gender diversity.7
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Bringing ESG to Market
ESG funds captured a record-high $51.1 billion of net new money
from investors in 2020, more than double the prior year, according
to Morningstar.8 A 2020 survey from Investopedia found that 67%
of investors plan to allocate more of their portfolio toward ESG
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investments in the near future. While some investment managers are
seeing success with ESG products, others are struggling to get them
off the ground. With such prominent demand, why aren’t more asset
managers seeing success in the ESG space?

THE CHALLENGE
Pivoting from an existing product set to personalized products requires
a change in thinking, different data sets, and new product structures – as
well as a shift in marketing and distribution. The task of incorporating all
of those elements at once can be overwhelming and, if not managed
correctly, lead to a failed effort. With so many options for customization,
it may be difficult to know where to start, and how to scale.
Taking a methodical, step-by-step approach is a manageable path to
success. Rather than launching brand new hyper personalized ESG
products, existing strategies can be modified to create a tailored version
of the product that meets the end investor’s needs. When it comes
to delivering ESG products that investors actually want, investment
managers should walk before they run. Here are four steps to do so.

•

Step 1: Let technology do the heavy lifting
In the past, delivering customized investing, such as ESG, required
a significant level of operational involvement as the trading was
done on an account-by-account basis. Now, technology like
Archer’s makes it possible to create customized experiences with
less day-to-day manual upkeep. With streamlined processes
and less resources needed to maintain, managers are leveraging
integrated technology to meet ESG preferences, or taxoptimization, through separately managed accounts or model
portfolios, making these investments more accessible to investors.
The right operational infrastructure can make this process
automated and scalable. As the core model updates, managers only
need to make changes in one place for the technology to update
filters and variations automatically across models.
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•

Step 2: Use data, filters, and tilts to create different
ESG versions of the core strategy
The quality and quantity of ESG data continues to improve as
regulators around the world are facing pressures to address the
lack of standardized data and definitions. An investment manager
can take their core strategy and use filters, tilts, and themes
(environmental, social, governmental, or a combination) that can
then be selected by investors to overlay into their portfolio.
For example, if a manager’s core strategy is a large cap value
product, they can apply ESG filters to create different versions.

E VERSION
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G VERSION

ES VERSION

EG VERSION

SG VERSION

ESG VERSION

Using filters enables managers to implement new versions of the
core strategy with minimal input. This gives the strategy the time
in market needed to effectively evaluate both the demand and the
performance of the nuanced strategy. Managers can achieve this
with proprietary or industry data.

•

Step 3: Test for a balance of ESG and performance
While investors demand the ability for customization, they do not
wish to sacrifice returns in the process and will still look to their
investment manager for advice on maximizing performance.
The right back testing can give managers and investors an idea
of how an ESG overlay will impact returns, change the portfolio’s
risk profile, and affect their overall investment strategy. Managers
can take this a step further by creating dynamic reports and
leveraging technology that allows the investor to see exactly how
ESG overlays will impact these important factors. Doing so will help
both the manager and end investor devise a customized portfolio
that best suits the investor’s needs.
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•

Step 4: Don’t go it alone
Working with a technology provider who understands the markets,
products, and potential challenges to look out for can help asset
managers avoid unnecessary roadblocks. Investment managers are
experts at developing and offering investment products, and they
are wise to lean on the expertise of their technology partners to
help implement and deliver the solutions that position them for
long-term success versus capturing a short-term trend.

Meeting the Growing
Demand for ESG
Demand for ESG has solidified its place in the market and is likely to
continue to be a driving force that shapes the investment landscape.
With new products being launched regularly and conversations
happening between managers and investors about ESG nearly every
day, investment managers are wise to seek out ways to leverage this
shift and grow their business as effectively and efficiently as possible.
Technology enables managers to reduce complexity and scale so that
they can move from thematic ESG investments to true personalization.
Every investor has a unique view of ESG, and technology enables them
to exert control over what they are investing in as well as how much,
what they are excluding, and how it impacts their taxes.
This shift from broad-based ESG investing to true personalization will
not be immediate and will require ongoing operational oversight as well
as data and technology to be done effectively at scale. Managers must
consider how they will collect information from clients, as well as how
they will manage reporting and performance. Leaning on their trusted
technology partner can help mitigate these challenges.
Taking a measured, step-by-step approach that enables investment
managers to maintain their philosophy and approach, as well as the
expertise that has made them successful thus far, will be key to success.
In this way, asset managers can remain forward-thinking and focused
on meeting the changing needs of investors while maintaining their
core investment strategy and team.
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